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Introduction 
Due to competitiveness reasons basic economics suggest that cost of electric mobility (e-mobility) 

have to be in the range of conventional cars. Therefore, this paper analyses to which extent, benefits 

of second life applications of electric vehicle (EV) batteries could influence future cost of e-mobility for 

customers. The EV brands “Nissan Leaf”, “Mitsubishi i-MiEV” and “CODA Sedan” are considered 

taking into account achievable Buy Out Prices triggered by battery second life utilisation for 

“Residential Load Following” and “Electric Energy Time-shifts”. 

Methodology 
As mentioned in the introduction cost and benefits of second life applications of EV batteries and 

possible cost reduction impacts for e-mobility at customer level are calculated. Therefore, Figure 3 

provides an overview of performed calculation steps. Starting from both, calculation of overall 

achievable battery second life application benefits and battery assembling cost, possible battery Buy 

Out Prices will be derived. Subsequently, e-mobility cost calculations are performed taking into 

account detailed data on possible battery second life benefits (compare [1] to [4]) as well as electric 

vehicle prices (see [5] to [8]). 
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Figure 1  Overview of chosen steps to derive E-mobility cost impacts of battery second life applications 

Results 
It turns out that there are significant e-mobility cost reduction possibilities leading to more 

competitiveness of EVs compared to conventional cars, if technological feasibility of implemented 

battery second life applications is given. Furthermore, results show that it has to be considered that 

achievable battery Buy Out Prices could partly reduce the necessity of incentive mechanisms such as 

e.g. Federal Tax Credits. On the contrary, the case study of the CODA Sedan shows that e-mobility 

cost only can be equal to a comparable conventional car if yearly driven distances are beyond 50,000 

km (which might be quite rarely the case for an EV) and both support mechanisms – a granted Tax 

Credit and in addition a Buy Out Price - are applied. 
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